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Campus credit union may die in feud

f41111 BOOthe
S. president

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The long-awaited student credit union -which has been ready to open since Oct. 1 may
have its federal charter revoked because of a feud
with the Associated Students over a name.
The National Credit Union Association is
threatening to revoke the charter if the credit
union isn’t open by Jan. 19, said Larry Rose, associate professor of finance and faculty adviser
for the fledgling union.
The Washington Square Federal Credit
Union, as the charter is titled now, wants to open
shop in the A.S. Business Office, hut the A.S.
hoard of directors voted at a Wednesday meeting
not to offer the space unless the credit union
changes its name to the Associated Students Federal Credit Union.
That prompted two credit union representatives to storm out Of the meeting, creating a rift
that may sink the novel union before it has a
chance to open its doors.

living that name would imply ilic
S.
board of directors has control over credit union
funds, said WSFCLI Vice President Ed llamas,
who attended the meeting with Chairman Keith
Hoshiko.
’We would lose our autonomy if we included the name (Associated Students)." Llamas
said.
To obtain a federal charter. the WSECI:
hoard of directors persuaded other credit unions
to invest more than $200,000. Llamas said, and
the investors would withdraw their money if
WSFCU associated itself with the A.S.
Hoshiko claimed he had a verbal agreement
with A.S. President Tom Boothe to lease a corner
of the A.S. Business Office in the Student Union.
The A.S. hoard of directors tacked on the
name -change requirement after Boothe had committed himself, Hoshiko said.
Boothe, while acknowledging he discussed
leasing A.S. office space, said he made no verbal
agreement with Hoshiko. and that it would not he

in his power to ii.,
asked.
Hosinko said although he negotiated with
"I believe thais a misrepresentation of our
conversations." said Boothe, who also explained SUBOD tor space, he never discussed an assothat any lease agreement would have to be ap- ciation.
proved by the A.S. hoard of directors.
But the minutes front the May 13 meeting
"If it’s going to serve the student body., it
indicate Hoshiko suggested the possibility of an
has to he under the students’ names" said Scott
association.
Valor, director of academic affairs.
"Keith Hoshiko moved that the Student
Boothe said he couldn’t understand why the
Credit Union become a project of the Student
credit union hoard of directors chose its current
Union board of directors . . .
name.
"That doesn’t imply I offered to use their
"Washington Square Federal Credit Union name," said Hoshiko, who explained that the
sounds so alien to SJSU," Boothe said. "No- idea for a student credit union originated within
SUBOD.
body can tell it’s a credit union for students."
Rose said he didn’t expect to see a conflict
Hoshiko offered to associate the credit union
with the Student Union in exchange for space arise out of negotiations with the A.S.
"I hate to see the two organizations feuding
during a Student Union board of directors meeting in May. said Boothe, who also sits on that with each other." he said. "We don’t want to
slam the door on relationships with the A.S.
board.
"Doesn’t it make more sense to be asso- (Boothe) has been very supportive from the very
See(’RF1)11 I VION. hack page
ciated ith the Assiiciated Students’," Boothe

CSU editors claim
right to endorse

Fond remembrance

Abraham Haile Daily staff photographer
From left. Ihsan Farms& an SJSU Karim Khalil, another alumnus, perziza Khalil and form Dabkah. a Palestinian folk dance,
alumnus, senior

It was part of a celebration of international solidarity betueen the people.

By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Newspaper editors from If of the 19 California State Univ ersity campuses violited Title
V of the CSU education code by running unsigned editorial endorsements of political candidates in November.
In telephone interviews. 17 of the 19 editors agreed that if campus newspapers are to be
held accountable for information printed and
can he sued as a result, they should be allowed
the ’Willi: First Amendment protection provided
to pmfessional newspapers.
The consensus among editors is that Title
V of the CSU education code violates First
Amendment rights.
Editors at California State University at
Chico and Bakersfield could not be reached for
comment.
Legislation to amend Title V of the education code was vetoed by Gov. George Deukmevan in October and referred to the hoard of
trustees for enforcement as part of the CSU
chancellor’s responsibilities, according to
statements released by the governor in November.
In a closed session following the board’s
November meeting, amendments to Title V
were presented by Mayer Chapman. CSU general counsel, and rejected by the trustees, said
attorney Arnie Blaadfadt.
Blaadiadt represents Adam Truitt, a former editor of The Lumberjack newspaper at
Humboldt State University.
Truitt was fired for running unsigned editorials with a general disclaimer in November
of 1984.
Chapman has said the language of Title V.
as applied to political endorsements by campus
newspapers. p events misinterpretation by

The president (of the
university) did not really
seem to care at all judging
from the interview I had
with him (beforehand).’
Mark Anderson,
student editor

readers that CSli administration is endorsing
candidates u ith the newspaper staffs.
Because production of unisersity newspapers is funded by the state, readers may he led
to believe the CSU and university administrators support the endorsements, he has said.
Editors of The lumberjack did not receive
"even a letter of reprimand" for its endorsements of candidates this November. said Mark
Anderson. editor of The Lumberjack.
"The president (of the university ) did not
really seem to care at all judging from the interview I had with him (beforehand)," Anderson
said.
Of the I I papers that endorsed candidates
this November, only one editor - R. Andrew
Rathbome of The Daily Aztec of San Diego
State University has been reprimanded by
university officials.
Rathhome said he is filing suit against the
CSU trustees and Thomas B. Day, president of
San Diego State University, after being notiSee NEWSPAPERS. bad. page

A.S. has charity campaign in the bag Magazine project
with canned goods for needy seniors needs funding OK
By Amy

Krause, Valor
lead effort
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Two Associated Students Directors are gearing up for yet another
campaign drive. This time, however.
it’s a charity drive in the spirit of the
holidays.
Nandor Krause, director of students rights and responsilsi Ines. and

Scott Valor, director of academic affairs, are bringing to campus "Operation Brown Bag," a campaign to collect canned foods for distribution to
needy senior citizens.
"We would just like to contribute
to the operation this year." Krause
said.
Krause said he and Valor plan to
distribute large cardboard boxes at various locations around campus, so it
will be convenient for students, faculty
and staff to donate items. The boxes
will he large and clearly marked, he
added.
Collection points will include de-

partment offices, residence halls, the
bookstore, the Spartan Pub and the
A.S. office. Krause said.
The boxes will be in place by
today and the drive will last through
Thursday, Valor said. All donations
should he canned goods to prevent
spoilage during the year, he added.
The two directors arc part of a
citywide campaign that is coordinated
by the San Jose Real Estate Board.
"Operation Brown Bag" distributes a weekly bag of groceries to lessfortunate senior citizens throughout
Santa Clara Valley. said Debby Dulin,
the real estate board’s communications

assistant. While the groceries are distrihuted year-round, the biggest push
for donations is during the holiday season, she added.
After donations are collected, a
Christmas tree built from the canned
goods will be presented to "Operation
Brown Bag," Dulin said.
The presentation will begin with
tree building at 8 a.m. Friday in the
real estate board’s parking lot, 1451
Fruitdale Ave. A presentation ceremony is scheduled for 4 p.m.
SJSU should he able to present a
sizable donation this season, Krause
said

Phone system contract to be announced
By Brian Fedrou
Daily staff writer
The communications company selected to provide SJSU with its new telephone system with the independent prefix 924 will be announced tomorrow.
Installation of the new phone system is scheduled to start immediately after the contract is
awarded, and be completed and operating in July,
said Charles Delano. SJSU communications manager.
Currently. the 2.200 campus phone lines share
the 277 prefix with the city of San Jose and state
agencies.
Contract evaluations of the three companies
bidding
American Telephone & Telegraph,
Northern Telecom and U.S.. West Information Sys -

have been turned OW( to the state Office it
tents
Procurement, which will award the contract. Delano
said.
With the self-contained phone system. SJSU
will avoid paying about $4 million to Pacific Bell in
rate hikes and local toll charges over the next 10
years, said Carl Vigil, SJSU director of communications and production services.
Several cost details of the system line installation, number of new phones required, an emergency generator and a central processing computer
will he revealed tomorrow by Tom Lee, head of
the Office of Procurement’s Telecommunications
Acquisition Unit.
Delano said the cost of the entire system will
probably be a little off since phone service on cam-

pus is constantly %hangine.
"Maybe one department had to add a few.
phone sets and another lost sonic." he explained.
The exact cost will he determined based on the
number of phone units projected vs. the number actually needed. Iklano said.
The residence halls aren’t obligated to participate in the new system. Delano said, and the housing
office will have six months after the switchover to
decide if the system is cost-effective for residents.
After the winning company is announced, Delano said, the two other companies will have a fiveday period to file a protest with the state Board of
Control. He said if a protest is filed. actual work on
phone installation could be delayed for more than a
month.

I.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
A student political organization needs final funding approval of
$1.000 from the Associated Students hoard of directors to begin
publication of its news magazine.

Marlene Godwin. president
and founder of Outspoken, originally requested $2,000 from the
A.S. special allocations committee
Thursday to pay for the magazine’s
first two issues.
But the committee voted to
recommend to the A.S. board that
the group receive half of its request
to publish the first issue.
The A.S. hoard will consider
the recommendation on Wednesday. said A.S. Controller Gabriel
Miramontes.
Outspoken will focus on social
and domestic issues. Godwin said.
"(Godwin) was very positive
about getting advertising." said
Teri Cooper. A.S. director of sponsored programs and vice chairwoman of the committee.
"This sets them up for the first
issue. If it is well -received then
they’ll be self-sufficient." Cooper
said.
Several organizations are willing to advertise in the publication,
but said they wanted to see the first

issue beforehand. Godwin said.
Pending final approval, the
first issue will he available next semester and will be sold in front of
the Student Union, Godwin said.
"We would be different from
any other publication on campus,"
Godwin said. "There are lots of
conservative publications, hut no
liberal ones giving views of the
other side.
Last semester, the special allocations committee denied Outspoken’s request for $7,(XX) for the
newsmagazine. Godwin said. Her
appeal to the A.S. board was also
denied.
Miramontes said Godwin’s
initial request was turned down he.
cause special allocations is intended for one-time events and not
for full funding.
"This is a one-time fee."
Godwin said, "We have no intent
to come back for funds. We’re not
asking (the A.S.) to underwrite
us.’’
Godwin said the last time she
appeared before the A.S. hoard to
seek funding. the Independent
Weekly. an A.S.-funded publication, had failed.
"The committee had a had
tooth in its mouth. They didn’t
See OUTSPOKEN. hack page
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Editorial

Let’s get the facts out in the open
president Reagan needs to get to the bottom of
the Iran -Contra arms scandal and gain control
of his staff. He cannot place the blame for his
administration’s loss of credibility on the press’ reporting of his blunders.
White House chief of staff Donald T. Regan
should resign from office or be fired. The Chief of
Staff is supposed to coordinate all actions by Reagun’s staff, hut was not doing his job. If he did not
know about the arms shipment he was not correctly
doing his job. If Regan knew about the arms scandal and did not tell the president he was clearly in
the wrong. He should resign in either case.
The Watergate -style investigation that is expected to be created by Congress in January is a
necessary step in to uncover the complex behind the-scene nuances of the Iran -Contra arms connection. The details of the covert arms deals need to

come out and a congressional campaign will begin
to shed light onto the shrouded darkness surrounding the Iran -Contra arms connection.
The ancient Greeks used to kill messengers
who brought bad news. Reagan is displaying the
same attitude when he attacks the press for being
"irresponsible" for its investigations into Iran Contra arms scandal.

Attacking the bearer of bad news is not going
to solve the myriad of problems the president faces.
If it were not for the diligence of the press much of
the information about the arms scandal might not
have been uncovered and the administratiom could
have blamed the whole affair on a scapegoat such as
former national security advisor Vice Adm. John
Poindexter or his assistant It. Col. Oliver W. Spartan Shops profits are obscene
North.
Editor.
I wonder why Spartan Shops is budgeting a net
increase for fiscal 19M/87 of 34 percent over fiscal I9Wi xii
(From $439,457 to $589,322). This would represent a return on assets of about 12-14 percent.
Of course Spartan Shops is a not -for-profit entity. It is
supposed to be profitable only to insure future growth. but
For those of you who don’t know. KSJS is the cam- age of our audience nearly one-third is high school
Spartan Shops just finished renovating many of its facilities
pus radio station of SJSU. We broadcast at 90.7 on the aged. What is wrong with that? Where do SJSU students
in the last kw years and has little need to grow. By contrast,
FM dial with 10(K) watts of power. covering the Santa come from if not from high school?
the housing dept. at SJSU makes an estimated nine percent
I submit that KSJS has an audience made up of
Clara Valley. We are a non-commercial, completely stureturn on assets. However, recent events including Spartan
dent -run station offering a musical alternative to colm- SJSU students. luture SJSU students and others from the
City have have shown that housing is in need of growth.
mercial radio. We offer jazz all weekend, and the mbst community interested in what comes out of SJSU. We
The conclusion of the presentation was that Spartan
comprehensive coverage of Spartan sports in the Bay are listened to in many of the dorms, in many fraternity
Shops could reduce its prices by a significant amount. Most
and sorority houses, and in the Spartan Pub.
Area.
people can see this just by comparing their prices and qualWe are also a class in the Radio, Television and
The only reason KSJS is not serving a larger perity with any business out in the private, taxpaying sector.
Film area of the Theatre Arts Dept. We offer schol- centage of the SJSU community is the wide -spread probI realize that the excuse most offered to explain this sitarships to students serving in key staff positions and give lem of student
apathy. Look at how few turn out for
uation is Spartan Shops gives most of its net income hack to
students a rare opportunity to control a broadcast station
campus events. Count the handful who are involved in
student programs. Therefore, it seems to me that Spartan
recognized by the industry as an important competitor
campus politics. Look at the low percentage of people
Shops is becoming more and more a taxing entity at SJSU.
for listeners in San Jose. But who is listening to us?
who vow in student elections. Yes. I understand that evThe question is whether we as students should let an KSJS exists to serve the students of SJSU. Beyond eryone has classes, that not everyone cares about radioauxiliary entity at SJSU dictate part of the cost of our educaand that we’re all busy making ends meet. But I have
tion and where some of that money goes? Shouldn’t it be for
never seen a campus with such a low passion level and
the students to decide how much they are taxed by this auxGuest Opinion
such a poor degree of interest and involvement.
iliary entity and which student programs that money goes to
fund? Isn’t this taxation without representation?
Wake up people, this is your education. If you want
I am not accusing Spartan Shops of any wrongdoing
offering training and experience in radio for the 125 or only to learn a joh skill, go to trade school.
because I do not have all of the facts. However, I would like
Speaking of interest in campus events and support
so students who enroll each semester in RTVF 192 (the
to see more than a balance sheet in the Spartan Daily once a
between campus organizations. I would like to thank a
class for KSJS involvement), do we offer anything to the
year from Spartan Shops Inc. A balance sheet tells nothing
few. Thanks to the Spartan Daily for its coverage of
rest of the community? I feel we do. and I say to our dethe profitability of the firm. Spartan Shops could disabout
KSJS, to the Men’s and Women’s Athletic Departments
tractors on campus (we have several) who accuse KSJS
close its financial statements fiir the last five years in the
for
their
wonderful
cooperation with us and for allowing
a being a self-serving playground for ego excesses or
Spartan Daily along with a detailed breakdown of where the
us to broadcast their games. I would also like to thank
ite.t mother black hole down which university money
revenues come from and where the expenses go.
the university administration for promising support in
you don’t know what you are talking about
From where I sit now, Spartan Shops seems to he one
our transmitter move, to the Theatre Arts Dept for
.ttiti you haven’t listened to us for more than five mm of the more profitable not-for-profit entities and it should be
continuing to support us. and to all our listeners and the
for all of the students to decide if this situation is fair or not.
local clubs and concert promoters.
You don’t know what you’re talking about because
Romeo Castro
KSJS does have SJSU students in its audience. We are,
Senior
And finally, a big "thanks alot" to the Associated
after all, run by SJSU students. Everyone on staff, from
fought
us
every
Finance/Economics
Students board of directors, who have
the general manager to the most junior disc jockey candithe
money
alloGoldman
in
our
attempts
to
spend
step of the way
date. is enrolled as a student. There is one exception
Senior
cated to us. Listen. people, it is not your money, it is the
our jazz director. Dr. Brad Stone is an associate professtudent’s money and is supposed to be spent by KSJS.
Finance/Economies
jeff:
sor of chemistry
You don’t know what we need to spend it on, we do. If
Since we are run by SJSU students, it seems only
you would like to come over and discuss our needs with
logical that what gets on the air is of interest to SJSU stume, our department chair, our faculty adviser, our chief
Marijuana foes ignoring the facts
dents. Some will say that KSJS is only a small percentengineer and our operations manager, not to mention our
Editor,
age of the entire campus and they would be right. Radio
accounting and business manager, please call to set up
Ms. Weber’s letter of Dec. 4 ("Pot legalization won’t
is by its very nature a cliquish and self-fulfilling mean appointment. I’m sure we could convince you that we
solve problems") is a perfect example of tyrannical views at
dium. Our recent ratings, however, show that our averare not asking for things we don’t need to supply adtheir hest. Her final statement, "The country needs mariage audience during the week is composed of 18 -to-34equate facilities and training experiences to our students.
juana education on the harmful effects that come with its
year-old people and on the weekend is slightly up into
We do not use A.S. money for throwing parties.
use." is an attempt to portray need solely for the intent of
the 20-to-44) age bracket. 111mm...seems like collegeThank you for reading this tirade, and thank you in
furthering personel biased views.
aged people are between
and 40 (for the most part). If
advance for giving KSJS a listen. I think you’ll be pleasWhat about education on the positive effects of mariour audience is of the right age demographic and isn’t
antly surprised.
juana? Are we to assume that only the negative aspects of
made up from SJSU students, who is it? Who has the
things we disagree with should he portrayed. Maybe we
mom opportunity to listen? Who has the most interest in
Mixt Vohn
should have education on the negative effect of jelly beans.
what goes on around SJSU? I admit that a large percent
KSJS General Manager
We all know that most things, when taken in excess,
are harmful. Marijuana, like jelly beans. can be enjoyed or
abused. I’ve yet to see an individual who got fat, hyped-up
and cavities from ingesting too much marijuana. Restrictive
education policies are not needed in progressive educated
societies. Give us all of the available facts and let us decide
on our own.
Another of her statements, "Legalization of marijuana
would indirectly encourage the use of drugs among the population," is a fine example of false logic. Does the legalization of enemas encourage their use? I just can not picture
BOY! YOU GUYS
people lining up to get their enema "fix."The desire for an
ARE COVERING
object or function is by the individual involved. EncourageEVER"( T li)NEx FOR
ment is not an inherent trait in the loyality of an object.
SANCTIONS TO
Limits on growth and production bring predictable resou-n4 AFRKA.
sults. If it is a legal product, prices will he higher. If it is an
illegal product, prices will he higher. hut, the profit will be
made by a criminal and not the government. Marijuana is an
agricultural product and should he treated as such. The
forces of supply and demand will lower the purchase price
and the associated profits could he enjoyed by farmers. the
government and the rest of us.
Craig D. Van De Vooren
Senior
History

Letters to the Editor

In Quintessence I
Craig
Quintana

KSJS general manager airs opinion

Letter Policy
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The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor
Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight
Bente’ Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major
class standing and phone number
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length

Birds of a feather
Sontetime last week, the phone rang at an exclusive New Jersy penthouse;
"Hello. said the deep, husky voice
’Hello Dick. this is Ronnie. I need your help on
this Iran scam,’ said the president of the United
States. "Do you have a minute?"
"Sure, always glad to oblige, hut why me?"
"There’s nobody else to turn to. All my aides are
.under congressional investigation, my advisers all
subpoenaed. Clint was busy promoting his new movie
and Bonzo died a few years buck. There’s nobody
else.’the president confided.
"Well then, listen carefully, I want to make this
perfectly clear. First, you must deny everything. Say
you didn’t know."
"Know what?" the president asked.
’About the arms deal. about McFarlane going to
Iran, about the Israeli involvement and the $30-million Contra connection . . just play dumb.
’I can do that,’’ the president said. "Nancy says
I’m best at playing dumb."
"Gtxxl. gotxi. That’s excellent. Do you have any
tapes?’"
The president paused: "Benny Goodman, Glenn
Miller. the Andrews Sisters. RATT. the Partridge
Family .
"No, you third-rate actor. I mean from the Oval
Office. Did you record conversations with the CIA,
the NSC. Schultz, Weinberger or anybody like that?"
"No, I don’t think so. I keep all that stuff up
here, in my noggin."
"Is that safe?"
’I can’t remember.’’ the president confessed.
"Good. Excellent. Now, the next thing you need
to do is tire somebody. give ’em a body."
’’Well, I did that. I threw I.t. Col. Oliver North,
a lower-level nothing in the National Security Council, to the commies." the president said.
"Communists?!.
"Oops! I mean the Democrats and the press
same thing." the president explained.
"That sounds good, hut you’ll need to give them
someone bigger. I dumped Spiro. you get rid of somebody. somebody big, like . ."
"Do you mean fat? George Schultz could go."
"How did you get elected anyway? NOT physically big. I mean important."
"I couldn’t get rid of Nancy. How about l.arry
Speakes?" the president suggested.
"That’s OK for now, but you’re going to have to
do better than that. Now, remember above all, no matter what you’ve done, you’re not now, nor have you
ever been a crook. Be perfectly clear."
’’lean do that, I can play any part," the president
offered. "Just give me a script."
Deep sigh. The line grew quiet as the adviser
considered the next step.
"Let’s talk worst case. How are your relations
with George Bush. friendly I hope?"
’Yes. George and I are swell pals.’’
"Good. Keep him happy. You might need him
for the pardon."
"Pardon?" the president asked.
"If you’re forced to leave office."
"Pardon me. my hearing aid fell out. I didn’t
quite catch that last thing you said." the president
said.
"Never mind. Bush will be so giddy to get into
office that he’ll give you most anything, at least that’s
what Gerald did for me."
"Anything? I would like a pony for Christmas,
hut how does that get me out of this jam?" the president asked.
Deep sigh, assault on parentage, expletive delete’
Silence.
"Dick?" the president asked, anxiously.
’Do you have an agent? I’ve got a name of one
who’ll get you ’60 Minutes.’ Time, interview shows,
maybe even a movie . .
"A movie! Can I play myself, Dick?’’ he asked
Deep sigh, assault on parentage, expletive delete’
The line goes dead
This is the last In Quintessence, and nobody
could be happier than Craig Quintana. It was written with journalism paragon Carl Scarbrough.

Hc7pro
Small-town drug use reflects national epidemic
PARLIER (API
The level of
drug abuse in Parlier Unified, the
state’s poorest school district, is similar to that at just about any other campus, those involved with the district
say.
But whether or not drug abuse has
increased in recent years creates sharp
disagreements among students, law
enforcement and school officials in
this San Joaquin Valley town of 6,100
people where the average per capita income was $3,341 a year in 1983.
"People think this school is like a
lost world because it’s far, far away
and because it’s such a poor area,"
said Adriana Pena, 17, a senior at the
400-student school. "But drug usage
is no higher here than elsewhere, despite the unfair image we have of its
being everywhere."
Audelio Pena. 18. who is no relatkm, graduated from Parlier High last
spring and estimates that three -fourths
of the students have tried drugs and a
little more than half use alcohol or
marijuana regularly .

Another senior, Eva 7.amora, 18,
said some students are heavy users and
cited a neighbor who used to buy a
pound of marijuana regularly. But she
thinks drug use was more common "as
a sign of rebellion" when she started
high school four years ago.
"Students these days are not so
open about it as they were a couple of
years ago." Zamora said. "Now it’s
again behind everyone’s back, behind
closed doors.
"People in sports and those involved in academics are less involved
in drugs because the perception is you
can’t do both."
She contends the cost of drugs inhibits more widespread use among
Parlier students, many of whom are
the children of farm workers.
"It’s more available in big cities
where people have more money," Zamora said.
Principal Jack Baca thinks problems have decreased. He says signs of
drug abuse such as students nodding
off to sleep in classes and overdoses

Fear of high fliers
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Rio she adds.
I here’s ala ns
have practically disappeared during cocaine and PCP has grown, indicat- dents party all night at "The Pit."
ing heavier drug use by some.
take vide
"there’s always plenty of drugs and al- someone Still st.o.
the past five years.
01 c’eittniiylt else
Zamora concedes that when stu- cohol available
However, he admits that may be
partly because students are ’’more sophisticated" in their understanding of
drugs and how to use them. -Fresno County Sheriff’s ILL Don
Burke said undercover narcotics officers go into rural Fresno County.
schools each year to make drug busts.
He said officers find marijuana experimentation has doubled to 60 percent of
’A few of the kids are introduced to drugs by their
MILL VALLEY (AP) At the age of
10, Ben
the student population in the past five
parents." said Mike Campus, assistant principal at TaDaniels did the things that made his dad proud, the kind
years while regular use of cocaine or
"It’s difficult to get them to straighten out their
malpais.
of pride that leads a father to puff out his chest and hold
PCP has jumped to 10-15 percent from
lives when the parents are doing it. That’s shy it’s such
his head high.
a previous level around 3-4 percent.
a monumental problem...
Ben smoked marijuana and drank booze. Like faRegular marijuana use runs about 25
Campus, who chairs a drug prevention committee at
ther, like son. And like some of Ben’s classmates at Tapercent of the students, he said.
the school, said the problem is magnified because drugs
malpais High School.
But Baca said he felt student drug
are accepted in sonic circles in well-heeled Mann
use at Parlier is "static and has been
"When I was with him, we did it together," said
County and because some parents give their kids the imfor several years."
Ben, whose name has been changed here to protect his
pression drugs are not harmful.
The school’s drug counselor,
identity. "He thought it was real cool that I could handle
He said that several times after he confiscated stuDiana Solano. also said she believes
my liquor at such a young age."
dents’ marijuana, the parents asked him what he was
the overall number of regular and exBen, now 16, got off the booze and drugs with the
going
to do with it.
perimental users has remained relahelp of someone who had been through the drug scene.
’They said. ’I’m an adult. can’t I have it?’ "
tively constant during the past five
and has rid his body of 5 V: years worth of booze, pot and
Carolyn Kellogg, a parent of tie former Tampalyears. but she said the number using
pills. He’s been clean five months.
pais students. two of whom became alcohol and drug de
Here, in the rolling tree -topped hills of wealthy.
pendent, said drug use among parents goes beyond pot
and alcohol to include cocaine and pills.
Mann County, there are other cases like Ben’s, where
one tar both parents do dope and see nothing wrong with
"I see the parents modeling behavior for their chilit. Parental drug use bothers school administrators, condren." said Kellogg, member of the school’s drug comcerned parents and especially confused children.
mittee and the Marin Parents Support Group.

Mill Valley school’s problem
discussed by students, adults

Study warns alcohol’s effects last longer than believed
NEW YORK (AP) --- Pilot peformance may be impaired for up to 14
hours after a drinking bout, even
though no alcohol remains in the
blood, a preliminary study suggests.
The findings, which contrast with
federal requirements that pilots refrain
from flying for eight hours after drinking. appeared as the government considers testing airline pilots for drugs
and alcohol.
The California study means
"being drug-free might not be the only
issue." said Dr. John Brick, laboratory director of the Alcohol Behavior
Research Laboratory at Rutgers University in New Brunswick. N.J.
"This study at least suggests that
in alcohol -free sub)ects, there is still
some residual impairment. We don’t
know very much about that."
Apart from the federal eight-hour
rule. some armed services specify 12
hours between drinking and flying,
while some airlines require as much as

24 hours, the researchers said. Fred
Farrar. an FAA spokesman, said Friday the study and the federal requirement would be scrutinized in any new
rule -making on drugs and alcohol,
Asked about the value of alcohol
testing in light of the study, he replied.
"What else can you do?"
The study was reported in the December issue of the American Journal
of Psychiatry.
It focused on 10 Navy pilots in a
flight simulator 14 hours after they
drank enough alcohol to he legally
drunk in many states, reported Dr. Jerome Yesavage and Von Otto Leirer of
the Palo Alto Veterans Administration
Medical Center and the Stanford University School of Medicine.
The alcohol level in their blood
exceeded 0.1 grams per deciliter at the
end of a drinking session from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. one day, but no alcohol was
detected before the flight simulations
began at about 9 a.m the next morn-

ing, they said.
The pilots were also tested
abstaining from alcohol for at Icasi
hours, and comparisons were based iu,
changes in performance by each pilot.
Leirer said.
All were pilots of four-engine, 13C Orion antisubmarine airplanes
from Moffett Naval Air Station. Leirer
said.
The simulated flights included a
takeoff and loss of two engines on one
side of the airplane, and an instrument
approach for landing with loss of two
engines. In this way. the exercises focused on performance of unusual
emergency procedures, the researchers
said.
Pilot performance in what re searchers called the hangover condilion" suffered in such measures as
wandering from ideal heading on take off and landing, and from the ideal
angle taf descent in landing. I.eire said

INDIAN CREEK VILLAGE.
Fla. (AP) Pop singer Julio Iglesias’
dogs are, well, going to the dogs, the
Village Council says,
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Upset by residents’ complaints
that Iglesias’ four Belgian pointers
were getting loose and messing up
their property and the country club’s
golf course, the council decided last
week to send Iglesias a warning letter.
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Spartaguide
Pledges of Sigma Nu will be selling California Bowl T-shirts from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. today through Friday in
front of the Student Union. Call Chris
loyal at 279-9473 for information.

Hind Jewish Student Association
will host a "Tuesday Lunch and
Learn" with Jill Steinberg discussing
"The Imposter Syndrome: People
Who Are Achievers But Feel Like
Fakes or Frauds" at noon tomorrow at
Campus Ministry, 10th and San Carlos
streets.

Retell Account Executives
Christine Itovfl Amy Chan lhainlI
Jackie Fmrn F(11/11.. Fstrade I He Garcia
Richard tlaskill Detach Hal Peter 1 ondberg,
Christine Marg., FOC Matsuoke. I owe U.S
sine. Filen Mogensen 1 ma Novak. Jana Olson.

The Theatre Arts Department will
host "Manikins." an experimental
science fiction play, at 7 p.m. tomorrow and Wednesday in Hugh Gillis
Hall, Room 226. Call 277-2763 for information.
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ATTN1 : COMPUTER USERS
PC -TECH Offers a Real Solution
to the Students
Nation-wide warranty
I A n, is here in the U.S.)
Best Quality Products
Compatibilit,
Best After Sales Service
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Professor I
X -Turbo BEST
& FASTEST
cpu 8081-247 4MHz Intel

IEEE
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Counseling Services will hold a
"Managing Test Anxiety" workshop
at I p.m. tomorrow in the Administration Building. Room 223. Call Anne
Kopp at 277-2966 for information.

The Asian -American Christian
Fellowship will hold its last weekly
meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Don Chin at 9977808 for information.

) Gun Shnw

TSgt Bcokwatter
(408) 275-9014

The Student Health Advisory
Committee will hold its regular meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in Health Building, Room 208. Call Oscar Battle at
277-3622 for information.
The Ecumenical Forum will hold
a meeting to celebrate various religious holiday traditions at 3:30 p.m.
today in the Religious Studies Department Office, Business Tower, Room
152. Call the department at 277-2109
for information.
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The Air Force has o special program for 1987 BSNs If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduationwithout waiting
for the results of your Slate Boards
To qualify, you must have an
overall ’El’ overage After commissioning, you’ll attend a five -month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It’s an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you’ll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, call

Other residents of the posh island
community north of Miami Beach
complained about dog holes in sand
traps at the country club,

George Y014/111,

Karen Wagner
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softball V...\ [’soft + ball] 1 : a team game of seven inningS closely resembling baseball but played on a smaller
diamond with a larger bail under rules requiring an underhand
pitch and forbidding a base runner to take a lead until the
ball is pitched 2 : a smooth -seamed ball about 12 inches in
circumference that is filled with kapok, covered with horsehide
or cowhide, and used in the game of softball
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Anna T. Gary told the council
that the dogs dug in her flower beds
and did "unmentionable" things in
her yard.
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Fernan Martinez, Iglesias’ news his dogs out, of trouble, Martine/
manager in Miami, apologized for the promised.
behavior of the dotes: named Nguthe.
The council decided further misMe Va. Hey and Bamboo after some
chief will be referred to Dade County’.
of Iglesias’ songs.
control department
animal
Iglesias Ai III till his hest to keep

,
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City Editor
Assistant City F doors

MANKATO. Minn. (API The
5 -ton boulder in the yard of a farm
owned by Ray Thorn Jr. is a belated
birthday present, the latest in a string
of weird gifts.
The gag gifts among six couples
who started playing cards together
about 15 years ago began innocently.
enough some denture paste here.
some Ex -Las there.
Then Karl Johnson got a nicely
wrapped box one year. opened it and
found a live chicken. Another time,
gagsters commandeered a manure
spreader. stuck a rickety old outhouse
on it, dubbed it a "self-cleaning pOnapony’ and left it on Joe Lorentis
lawn.
Last spring. Richard Timm got a
. :Ise of beer, some snactin .us I .1 goat

TO THE FALL ’86 ED. STAFF

Singer Iglesias’ dogs dig up trouble

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
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continue
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A UNIQUE ZIGGY CHRISTMAS CARD.
A 17 note piano keyboard card with song book,
four Christmas favorites and playing instructions.
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other song possibilities.
This Christmas be different and give a Ziggy Melody Maker Card
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SJSU whips Mustangs,
to host NCAA regional

iuiie A Bennett Daily staff photographer
Spartan Shavx na DiBiaso tips the hall over the net in
tournament victory over
tsrefdnuorNC
SJSU’s

Cal Poly -San I.1114. Obispo, 15-7, 14-16. 15-11. 15-11.
at Spartan Gy m Thursday night.

Kingdome jinx haunts Raiders
SEATTLE (AP)
The Seattle
Seahawks have won four straight
games from the Los Angeles Raiders
in Seattle. including a 33-3 romp last
season, and the Seahawks are lacing a
must -win situation against the Raiders
tonight if they want to make the playoffs.
But the Raiders also need a victory to enhance their playoff chances,
and tight end Todd Christensen says
the Los Angeles players are putting
aside any thoughts of a Kingdoms:
linx.
"I never let any enemal variables affect my play. he said. "The
last couple of years we’ve lost because
they’ve played better than we have..
NFL players rank the Kingdome
as the toughest playing assignment in
the league because ot its noise level,
according to TV Guide magaitne in a
players’ survey this month.
So a key for the Raiders will he
getting ahead of the Seahawks early
and keeping the Kingdome crowd
quiet, Christensen said.
"If you play well, the, .!..
loud." he said. "If they pl,..
they’re loud. ’
Raiders’ Coach Tom Flores is advising his players not to he concenied
about something they can’t control.
"If you worry about the noise all
week long, then you’re not going to
worry about the Seahawks." Flores
said. "The Seahawks are the ones vie
have to heat. You’ve got to his I

Howser set
for surgery
on tumor
KANSAS t’FIN, Slii I.\
Kansas City Royals Manager Dick
Ilowser is scheduled hi undergo an experimental form of brain surgery early
this week at a California hospital.
according to a published report.
In its Friday editions, The Kansas
City Times reported that Howser will
travel to The City of Hope National
Medical Center in Duane. Calif., for
the surgery.
Officials of the American League
team would neither confirm nor deny
that the surgery will occur. The Times
said. The team said Howser would not
comment on the report.
Dr. Arthur Elman. Howser’s radiologist, said the surgery is not considered life -threatening
He also said the surgery shouldn’t
be interpreted as a sign of deterioration
in Howser’s condition.
The operation. known as intimnotherapy involves injecting treated
white Mood cells into the tumor cavity. By treating blood cells taken from
the patient with a substance, doctors
hope the cells will fight the cancer.
Howser, who led the Royals to a
World Series championship in 1985,
was diagnosed as having a tumor in the
left frontal lobe of his brain July 18. In
%urger!, tour days later, the golfhallwed tumor was found to he malignant
Nut all ol the limn,’ v. .ts removed
during stager) because part lay in the
area of the brain that C0111T01, speech

Vie, catch
and get the job done.’’
While the Seahawks have dominated the Raiders in Seattle. the Raiders have dominated Monday night

’If you play well,
they’re not loud. If
they play well, they’re
loud.’
Todd Christensen.
Raiders tight end
football. lAis Angeles has the NI -I
best record on Monday night. 24 1 I .
The Raiders are listed as 3 -point
favorites over their AFC West rival in
the 6 p.m. game.
The Raiders heat the Seahawks
14-1(1 in lAis Angeles Oct. 12 when

quarterback Jim Plunkett threw- two
touchdown passes and the Raiders’ defense limited Seattle to 211 yards
The Seahawks, (7-6), ha% e won
two straight games and the Raiders.
18-5). are coming off a 33-27 osertime
defeat in Los Angeles last Sunday
against Philadelphia
The Seahawks has c bounced
back strongly after losing four games
in a row. They looked devastating in
posting a 31-14 Thanksgiving Day triumph in Dallas. Their 17 -point win
over the Cowboys was the team’s
fourth-largest margin of victory on the
road in its 1 -year history.
Four days before the Dallas
game, they heat Philadelphia 24-20 in
the Kingdome.
But Seahawks’ Coach Chuck
Knox doesn’t think his club has any
athantage in momentum again.’ the
Raiders.

By Karin I.. Smail
Daiiy ate writer
SJSU’s volleyball team, by virtue
of a first -round victory over Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Thursday night, will
host the four-team NCAA Northwest
regional on Friday and Saturday in
Spartan Gym.
Cal Poly (21-16), who had fallen
to the Spartans three times previous to
Thursday’s match, was easily dispatched by the nation’s No. 4 team,
15-7, 14-16, 15-11, 15-11.
Not all was rosy throughout the
evening for SJSU (28-61, however, as
the offense was anything but consistent.
The momentum of the match
shifted several times, especially in the
third game when coach Dick Montgomery sensed his team was shaky.
"At one point in that third game
they looked tentative, and I could tell
by their body language that we were in
a had spot," Montgomery said.
The Spartans recovered and won
game three, thanks in great part to the
ferocious play of Shawna DiBiaso,
who put down several kills that Cal
Poly players could only watch sail by.
DiBiaso finished the match with a
team -high 19 kills, and supported
SJSU’s strong defensive effort with 23
digs.
Difiiaso, a sophomore who
played volleyball for Cal Poly in 1984
before transferring to SJSU, summed
up the match and the status of next
week’s regional in one decisive sentence.
"How we’ve played in any match
this year doesn’t matter now war
has begun," DiBiaso said.
"We came out really tired up for
this match, because we knew that one
loss would take us out of the tournament," she said, "But now, as far as
I’m concerned, next week’s regional is
the final four, and I believe we can win
The teams most likely to join
SJSU in the regional are second-

IIassau and Ni
Ni
tanked PaL
5 San Diego State. The Spartans play
the winner of the U.S. International Hawaii match, contested after press
time on Friday.
SJSU came out strongly in game
one against the Mustangs, overcoming
a 5-1 Cal Poly lead and allowing the
Mustangs only two more points en route to a 15-7 victory.
Throughout the match the Spartans thwarted Cal Poly’s dinking style
of play by closing off the middle of the
court whenever the Mustangs tried to
gently tip the ball.
The team used this tactic to its advantage earlier in the year, hut SJSU
was looking for it on Thursday.
"Our blocking and our overall
defense was our strength tonight, and
we didn’t let them do the same things
to us as they had before. said Barbara
Higgins. the Spartan’s assist block
leader.
Higgins. who had 17 kills and 24
digs in the match, felt the team was
"getting back into the groove" after
their holiday vacation.
"We want to save our better
matches for next week. I myself
started off slowly and had a few emcial errors tonight, hut then I came
hack and played better," Higgins said.
"We can’t start off slowly against
Hawaii we have to jump on them
early and stay up. or we’re going to
have trouble." she said.
’They like to tip the hall a lot
also, hut we’ll be prepared for it. I
think we’ll play a much better match
against them than we did down
south.
Danielle Spier got into a bit of
trouble 1.11c 111 lilt

111.11k 11

1101 Olt’ 1110-

11101111111 11.1d susuing had. ii he Mustangs’ side ot the net. After a questionable call by the referee. Spier slammed
the ball down on the court, her face
livid with anger.

For her outburst, the referee
awarded Spier a yellow card, designating a warning for unsportsmanlike
conduct.
The Spartans were clinging to a
13-9 lead at the time, and they held on
to win the game and the match. Spier
later said she’d purposely drawn the
yellow card.
"I was trying to inspire our team.
because I felt the momentum shifting
to their side. and I wanted to stop it,"
Spier said "It us as just a stalling tactic. like unt)tng and ting your shoelaces
Spier broke the SJSU single -season assist record with the 56 she had
against the Mustangs. She now has
1.184 assists for the season, three
more than Terry DeBusk had in 1985.
" I never even thought about it,
and I didn’t even hear the guy announce it," Spier said. "It’s nice. but
I just hoped every hall I set was a good
set, that’s all."
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Christa Cook and Lisa Ice both
had good matches. with Cook’s 27
digs and Ice’s 15 kills and 21 digs
keeping Cal Poly’ at hay.
Cook wasn’t particularly happy
with her hitting performance she
had nine kills
but said the team
should end up in the final four.
"If we block well and keep our
heads in the game, we’ll he right in
it. Cook said. "But we can’t let
down, because from here on it’s single
elimination."
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Diane Lancas
Kristine Baird
Lisa boats
Carol Basini
Laura Malaspina
Lacie Bowerf
Michele Marquess
Patty Cross
Joli Matesso
Heather Goin
Pam Miller
Joyce Gonsalves
Carolyne Moe
Michele Hackett
Karen Sam mann
Allison Helstrup
Lisa Tobisch
Elaine Hofmann
Nancy Toth
Deanno Hopperstead
Geri Weigel
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It’s Happening To You
On Wednesday

ACCCSS
A New Campus Magazine
Look For It In The Spartan Daily

"Here I Come To Save The Day!"
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Christmas
Wrap and Trims
Discover the distinctive wrappings that make gift -giving a joy!

Starts Monday, December 8
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Dry Toast

Horse is prime eatin’, man says

Peter Stein

Campus

’

President Gail Fullerton presented a revised plan to the
Athletics Board Wednesday laying down guidelines for the
consolidation of S.ISU’s men’s and women’s athletic,. programs.
Dan Buerger. executive assistant to the president, said
the new draft plan divides responsibility for men’s and
women’s sports between three administrators. Whether Fullerton will choose this plan or not is still under discussion,
he said.
Painters working in the Science Building discovered a
section of pipe covered with crumbling asbestos in a storeroom now being used as an office by a lab technician and a
pan -time biology instructor.
The steampipe was apparently overlooked by an investigative team which inspected the campus last year.

HARTFORD, Conn IAltmI
Ron
Com sees it as his duty to educate people about horses. He thinks Americans
should eat them.
Corn has sold horseburgers in
Manhattan, horse steaks to Navy commissaries and horse roasts in the West.
But due to pressure from U.S. humane
societies, his main market is abroad.
Corn, the owner of M&R Packing
Co. and Marco International in Hartford and South Carolina. said: "Na-

ANNUAL (X-Cau MI 6E1:5
ONVE&/r/
y
6PiAxmli roomy:
Skloory ".54,45mer P.1,61.11r

51G41ALL117-17t.
PODIUMS \Iv,

11111111. dc. I would gucss 27, perk.ciii v.cie
Corn nioved from slaughtering .
would eat (horse meat) without advertising. An educated public would eat cows to horses when the beef market
fell in the early 1970s. A European .
Corn would love to educate the friend suggested he try butchering
public on the benefits of eating horses, horses and selling the product abroad,
Corn initially was skeptical, besaying he’s probably the most knowlledgeable person in the United States lieving the only market for horse meat
on horse meal
was in dog food. But he did some
"I ant a horse lover." he said. sleuthing and discovered horses hound
’If you told me that I would get into for packing were treated better than
this business .1 would have said you those destined for dog food plants.

Bloom County

Berke Breathed
mE /C771-4105

RUMWNO
AMOK /N 1516
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Sports
The health of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association is
in doubt with Fresno State planning to leave the conference.
according to an Orange County newspaper.
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Looks like there could be trouble tonight.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE. Call 255-0724 (recording)
to get your copy 24 hrs FREE
CHILD

ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer in
tern in world renowned focal
program
Counseling, support

services. drnin data processing.
public awareness fund-raising.
etc Eli & mono-lingual. all me
lora. grad 8 undergrad Experience from clerical to post -grad
intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Box
992.S J 95108. 280-5055
HELP FOSTER KIDS" Work with so.
clot w
-day. evening. or Sat
urday as caring volunteer Call
Evelyn Storm at 299-2784
RESEARCH PAPERS

15,270 AVAIL.
ABLE. Callog $200 Research.
11322 Idaho. 020607, Los Angeles
90025
VISA MC
or
COD.(213) 477-8474

AUTOMOTIVE

unir 10

Get the NM today’ Call 1 312
742-1142. eel 8115
77 TOYOTA COROLLA HATCHBACK.
AC

stereo fog lights
S1300. Cell 279-4697

alarm,

COMPUTERS
MACINTOSH USERS
on a
LaserWriter

Rent

Plus
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
and delivery
quality work’

Reasonable rates

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
privets instruction on the IBM PC
in Wordstar

wordperfec1 writing
essistant or protessionel editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990

Portables-OSBORN- TRS-80
Over 500 Disk formats
Word Pro
514 00 a din
cessors-Mag
Tapes
Prompt Service PU 8 Delivery
ices

eddition if you quality corporate
scholarships are married. inter /whip. are possible and you may
earn 234 credits per quarter or
semester

During your winter
spring, and especially summer
breaks lull time work is available
Call today for information end an
interview or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM 1408)

Data

IBM MONO CARD /I MONITOR $179
IBM CGA A Armtek b8w monitor
6129.
AST
6-peck
64k 384k
$110 135
muldfunction
ser.
par clk 256k 040. 736-7120 eves
IBM KT COMPATIBLE 256k 2 drives.
monitor. keyboard. MOP. $695

mato% printer. $240

companies Part-time eesy
hours. weekly paychecks $1 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great experience for your resume BC Smith
Corp .247.0970
STUDENT ASSISTANT position in Student Activities & Services Office
to assist in developing materials
tor student organizations and student leadership program 15-20
hrs wk,
54 50 hr
Apply
by
12 10 86 m CAF Bldg
TEACHERS 8 AIDES for preschool
LG SJ ere. 6 ECE unit. preferred
1408)723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL proles.lonal
preschool
with caring
atmosphere Need ECE enNusisem
and creativity Flealble hours
friendly stall Little Scholars Preschool 238-1474 or 274-4726
TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COM.
MUNICATORS needed to sell
radio air time 251,19., Ilein12. or
rpm
Spo, (TEN) S10 hr
BONUS Cell Mrs Green at 3773800
SALES-part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury.
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or
4 30PM-8 30P18
Mon -Fri
plu
Sal Cali today 1408) 983,800

HOUSING

Seri,

(408)866-6080

8406. 20MB hard
monitor. keyboard

If the lina is busy
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company

TELEPHONE

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS

Creative

earnings per week equal $185
Full 1401 earnings per week equal
$370 No experience is needed because ot our intensive on the lob
training program Good math end
reading skills are a pl. Scene
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during final exams In

oil

IS IT TRUE you can buy keeps for $44
Keough the US governmenl,

time

PART 8 FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Na.
tionel
firrn
preparing
for
Christmas work and semester
break work It accepted you will
earn $9 25 starting, Pail tirrie (20)

PART TIME JOBS. We market auto
club memberships for the major

BUGS FOR SALE.. San Jose.
BUGS All gueranteed., 100% financing, OAC Cell VW Restorelion al 297-8200 S200 dluouni on

APPLE

EXTRA
HOLIDAY
CASH
NOW,, Up to 510 hr pd training
Call Deb Antley at 277-9206

100% guaranteed. Call OW) 246
7503.
PROFESSOR’, EXAM FILES ave...
tor
Engineering
18
required
courses in CE, EE, ME and Mat
Engr), E1T Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spaften
Bookstore 8 Robert Book Store
SAWASDEE" ALL THAI STUDENTS
vie need you to loin our newly
formed THAI Student Astorianon Please contact Pantipa at
279-4575
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY. Confidential. 335 S
Baywood Ave
San Jose Call
247-7486 for eppointmem
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am .
Catholic 4 Wand 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204
fOr worship counseling programs
and study opportunities Rev
Natelle Shires Fr Bob Leger.Sr
Joan

Panel’s

Rev

Norb

Fir,

Plebe,

275-9685

SAVE 5200 on wedding ring set Find
out haw Call Victoria at 908-0160

vehicle purche.

NEED

disk

drive
$IMS Dot
Letter qua,

11y. $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St . 02 corner of San
Salvador PC-COM. 295-1806

FOR SALE
ACT 11 COLOR PRINTER’ Dot matrix
color Ink let printer. 132 col work
wtth IBM compatible Limn 2385625
FUTONS.. OuslIty conon products
Create your own living 8 sleeping
space with our futons. pillows
and fru.. Custom Futons A Pillows Pius, 900 5 Winchester
Blvd .
San
Jose
296-6161
GRAND OPENING SALE..
I SELL ONLY ONE model end size
123.1 of bike but you can own
new 12 -speed for less than 6115
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low
cosi traneportetion needs for the
student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Call Days 942-7736
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them from us Reel Estate
Motivational, Sales

& Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from’ We II also accept
any used courses for credit to.
ward the annual lee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
18001824-2222 x 132
’65 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER 150 RED
Only 949 rnINs like new $1200
Call Kristin at 141513694538

HELP WANTED
FUN. Rex MRS A GOOD PAY’ New
business. walking distance frm
SJSU OPPORTUNITY, 293.2245
JOBS! JOBS. JOBS’ Ideal for stir
dents Join our marketing stet
Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon ihni Weds
II Sal 8 Sun Outetanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS. 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd. Son Jose. 241.1100
Warehouse sales cashier post
ftoos open Apply at Kiddie World.
NO calls
FOR PART TIME wort.,
Togo at 900 N First Sr is 51ring
for day Hine positions Please yet
287-4570 or Inquire within

LOOKING

akDONALC2s NOW HIRING. Premium
pay, hour. ilerIble .round school
schedule Twoeve days. 10-35
interviews ME 3-4prn
hrs wk
Contact Mike or Lucy at 3563095.
194751.0. Gatos Blvd,

AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished secure and safe rooms FREE utilities and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates -shared or single available Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
S, 998-0234
BDRMATM & prkg Walk to SJSU
avail Jan tel Nonsmoking FE.
698clean $300 du
MALE
E1180
RENTALS SAN JOSE. Nr
SJSU 8 downtown Frm $195 ono
churning neat clews Victorians

LOWEST

Don t watt’ 2964493 971.8064
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO share con1 2 lite turn MBA.
do $390 nu

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving waiting.
tweezing LW rtie permanently remove your unwanted heir (chin,
bikini

tummy moustache beck
shoulders. etc I 15% discounts to
students and ’acuity Call before
Christmas. 1986 A get your 1st
NW at 1 2 price Unwanted haft
disappears with rny care Gwen C
Cheigran. R E Call 559-3500. for
appt . 1645 5 Eteuom Ave mC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
EE 58 is.
IS THAT DESIGN protect
due IS you have no resources for
ideas or what to build, SHI Electronic. is committed to offering
low cost elutronic (component)
computer Information needs far
lie student Call Days 042-7736.
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

RESERVE AN APT for January Huge
security 2 bdrrn 2 bth 1 bik from
campus. 148 E William, 8 4th
See Kelly or call 287-9316
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Large on
in Victorian house across- SJSU
5230wo.
Jan
Isl.
Available
$175 drip Mil FREE 354-8117

rennin 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng at 14061 289.8400
loran appointment
KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS OPENED
autos (most foreign & domestic)
Horne 8 business rekeying. locks
deadbolts installed
Mobilebonded -licensed Open 9 to 6pm
Mon thru Sat Sun by appoint.
merit) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner member -NIA
LIA Evergreen Locksmith Si SecuHty Service call 270-3277 SJ
PERMANENT

HAIR REMOVAL tor
men and women Special rate with
faculty or student I D Privet. L
confkiential Weekdays, evenings
8 Saturday Sunnyvale Electrolysis Center Koll Business Park at
Hwy 101 AN Feiroaks Ave 14081
734-3115

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ
ere scholars, and public officials
Specializing in historical pond
cal

bkrgraphicel topics Student
discounts available For free info,
write CLO 5003-8 Motors Lane.
Columbia, MD 21049
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Sere your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure sal A S Office or
call 14081371-6811

ROOM TO RENT’ 2 Nis to SJSU.
sec dee Share ktchn
$200 me
0111 Call 295.2280 an. & Minds

PERSONAL
BABY J. YOU X130 backwash CONGRATULATIONS for making the
council From Joe Harper
BACKACHE,’ Free *nomination 8
Cara as part of research protect
If you have had low back pain for
more then 6 month. A are 20-55
yr old please cell Palmer College of Chiropractic -West at 1408)
244-8907 eel 401
SYMSTRAUSSSJ
BEETHOVEN
PHONY’ FREE tickets. register
MUSIC 10A winter session.Prof
Manning
FEMALE

COMPANION

WANTED to
handicapped

Dye with sincere
man Please cell Brian at 2982308

shy drug-ftee 21 yr old guy
who, looking to, a nice drugfr. girl 18.22 Let’s ma,t for movies. dinner or whatever’ Call Dm
at 945.7971 after 12pm fteve

HI. In

message If necessary)
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbat dinner, parties.
Sunday brunches. lectures. TuesIsraeli
day lunch and Learn.
holiday celebretIons
dencing
For information call HIllel at 294.
8,311
NATIONAL GAY -131 contact club la
men end women Confidentel. low
Send SASE to NOCC. P0
re,
Ca
28711.6 San Jose
Bn
95150
NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs no exercise

SKI NORTH TAHOE. Sun n Sand
Lodge, 8308 N Lake Blvd, Kings
Beach -Lake Tehoe, Ca 95719
phone 1916) 5462515 515 per
occupancy. S5
Beautiful motel

on lake. TV. minutes to North Star

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. but I do’
Theses, dissertations. neon.
Eight page illintrnUM, slit months
free Wel, storage

The Real World

DAYSTAR at 398-2717
ACCURACY

ALWAYS

On-line word

processing, ask for Joye at 2641026

Manticl Ruiz
B06*

Professional

count with this ea or ID
14081224-0852

YWAT le tp1D
Or ZornaiE

C ’MON, WW1

results every time Theses. pa.
pers. resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen. SSJ A a few
minutes from SJSU Student dis

wAtriv’ FER?
SHE’S ALL ALoNE.

ARE YOU ANY NAY ?SCARE
PIER!!!

Call

PRE$M

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Spulallzing in resumes. term pa
pers.transcription
No lob too
email’ Student discounts Nem
SJSU Teachers welcome, Office
Alternatives. 294-2974
AMY WILL TYPE your paper for only
St per page, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & de
livery Call 249-4075, lea. me,
sage
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accu
rate. Ifterale. B A in history Wang
Word Processing spelling errors
corrected Long manuscripts welcome Will pick up. deliver Also
available critical reeding. assistance In rewriting
978-0277

ahem,

Dan

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

GARDE $ WORD PROCESSING Hove
lob violl process Experienced in

AMA! COD!
I CAN’T slip

L NAU,r LEARN
NW TO MANAbE
TIME BeTwEEN JC11001-,
NOMENoRK,SCCIAL.uF
AND A JOES

3447?

theses. manuscripts. paper.. re
sumac.
professional
back-up
work Reasonable rates Located
conveniently. LASER PRINTER"
Call Bar. at 928-4370

.1(

BECK

SECRETARIAL Student paper,. resumes business typing
needs, word processing Willow

,

Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234
BLOSSOM

HILL SANTA

TERESA

AREA Feet. accurate typing and
word processing evellble seven
daye

week

Limited pick-up &

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
wood
Report..
pimeoring.
theses. dluertellons, group pro.
mots, reiturnes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
1 STAN
I GO r come-TioN
rop VA /
Ro6E

WhAT ?!

.74

I PAVE ALWAYS SAID ThAT
TO 61V5 71tAN
IT IS B1 T6
TO eece-Ave

, .4I 4

,VHAT 2
447

Transcription wwilable Almaden Brenham area Free disk storage

-Ls

0C.

Prot Steno Typing Serytce 1406)
264-4504

011..

DICTATION, EDITING. ACCURATE
FAST. Call 379-35,9 ask for Shir
ley
Do you have a paper due soon, Does
It need to be typed, Call today to
schedule your word processing
mb

Ouick

turnaround accurate
Word for

$2 ds Noe 993-9260
Word Enterprises-5J

Classified

EDITING WORD

PROCESSING. 2669448 Emphasis on correct punctuation, sentence structure, and

’,parte, reeurrieS, cover letters
thitillas, dissertations. manuals
APA
All ecadernlo tormets

formatting (Turabien. APA. etc)
Former English maw, highly dependable Willow Glen Area easy
Call Mrs
Morton
to locale
Marsha) from 8AM4Pla at 26E-

Spelling

grammar punctuation
assistance All work guaranteed
Protesslonai confidential and depend.blo service at AFFORDA-

9446

BLE RATES" Free disk storage
Pam 247.2681 (Sent. Clara) See
SJSU Fall 66 Directory of Classes

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term pspers research papers.
theses 8 dissertations iCerrspbell.
Turablan. API 3rd ad). screenplays resumes. cover 11 follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books. uncles short stories). transcription
Free SPEL.CHEK, minor edit it
requested)

for additional coupon savings

toga Rea. call Joan at 741-9680

technical
scientific
protects
St 79-53 page Call Vicki al 781.

B66-6960

lotions etc for students and fec
ulty We also do tape tranNrIpnon and bookkeeping Free date
storage Call 245.1789

INEXPENSIVE,

WORD

pro-

RHEMA GRAPHICS et 385-9038
THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed feel? Let me help’ Term papers, letters, redone. theses relast and proles.
search papers

NEED

stormily’

FREE

grimmer

spelling Istance
rates Call Marcie

51 50 double space page Cell Bill
01 371-5933

structure, and iorm if requested
Call 2136-9448
RESUME 0 TYPING We use IBM Xi
COMPUTER Word Star end letter
quality printer Resume 55 up
Typing 51 SO pg. double space
One block from campus PC.
COM. 404 S 3rd St 02, corner of
San Seivedor PC-COM. 295,1606
SUCCESS

8

Reasonable

et 294-6347
(work Woe nuissegel or 926-1274
before 10 pin

re
...arch 8 term papers thesis dm
mutation resume etc Accurate
spelling checked word count.

TYPING SERVICE for all
your typing needs Student rote,
ranging from $110 SI 7S per page
Quick turnaround Disk storage

on mechlne
WORD
PROCESSING
DONE el reasonable terse with
quick turnaround time Will setop
II spell check all documents Call
Kelley el 972-2907
COVERLETTERS
and
business correspondence A.R.
lance with vocabulary. sentence

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time ENparienced. professional word pro-

ACCURATE

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $355 $435
Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Fach Additional Line Add $

AC-

Tony 296-2087 Sr 50 per page
double sexed All work guar.
anteed
Trust Tony 296-20e7
Thanks
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
AND
word processing P J sword processing otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates E apedin

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$5 BO
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$I 05
$1 20
$I 35

term papers
resumes many.

parley!

slid 923-8461

A CASH REBATE - SS cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One pegs free typing on

detail S2 pg for students $3 pg
for profNsionals RNunws
Save your work on the IBM PC for
litter use Grammer punctuation
spelling checked printed - in
Erickson
quality
Word Processing 377.5293
publications

TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rotes

OUAL ITV

TYPING
SERV10E-RESURE S thesis and term papers
Reasonable mates utility
ice. able to do bold face end right
margin ’uglification
Cell 25911446 C 10,00 SJSU

ZEES TYPING end Secretarial Services Fast accurate work evsII.
eble seven days week Loceted
In the Blossom 11111 Santa Teresa
rose Limited pickup end delivery Call 3661012

Call Patti at 246-5633

Ad Here

1111111i11111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111_1_111,

11111111_1_111111111_1111

Phone_

Address_

For__

Enclosed is $

*offs.. Mrs
030.530 Reserve time now for your upcoro
log Minis. dieNtlatIon or menuICrlpf eat

- REPORT PAPERS Word
processing ire entre attention in

I nes

_Days

Circles Classification,

come Spell check every time fres
disk storage Detainee cepebility
Standard A micro caimans transcription Word proc Img on
word

ices at 274-7562 Pick up and deOvary available

City & State__

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats II group prowcts vrel.

a

students in-

Phone 277-3175

scripts A letters Loceted in North
San Jose, only minutes from cam.
pus Call P J at 923-2309

SAMNA

San Jose

structors. smell business Term
papers thesis r num.’s manuals. dissertations. mass mailing.

Pr !l!

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $4600 10-14 Lines $6300
IS Plus Lines $80 00

thesis

group projects

Si

WORD PROCESSING

11111111111111111111111111111111

COUNTABLE for telephoner. that
toots typing
that’s mops -toy

enced

TYPING TERM PAPER thesis. Mess,
tation etc 02 page Resume S15
Cali i 408)923-7481. 369 E William

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hne)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

ides from campus Words and
more (Pamela) 9237810
AOSOLUTELY

area Long range assignments
can be submitted by mall sr your
remittance

spelling check. etc Reasonable
rates Call K A 13 Desk Top Serv-

Print Your

meets,
theses,
cessing
resumes office overflow. mailings,
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.

Sr 50 pg Assignment. 10 pg.
and over will be accepted only
Call 14081 738-1676. Sunnyvale

Satisfaction guaranteed Pickup

THESES

RELIABLE

TYPING SERVICE for students end Instructors Dependable reliable
occur... work Reasonable metes.

minimum 1 year dIsk stored*
Quality printing on quality paper
delivery avalleble S2 00 per page
as Nile 267.2149

RESUMES
PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and students can rely on accurate

PROFES-

SUPERIOR WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY

for 30 days Call 1408) 046-4967
Ask for Amends or leave messede

ENTERPRISE

SIONAL typing & buainess eery
ices Fast reasonable IL near uni
verillty C811140812924047

3058 IBM area
QUICK

cessing SI 00 per pope. no minimum Thetis, dissertation. etc

EXPO TYPIST. Near Leigh & Cam410 Report.. term miners, etc
Correctable
avails..
Editing
From
typewriter
electronic

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business. word
processing needs Term papers.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -two papers
theses etc
Accurate prompt
S2 29901 space per peg. bore.

local
Campbell area
reading
pick-up 8 delivery avellsble. Cell

Gulch

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers theses resumes. dlswar.

punctuation For prompt 7 dey
response, leave message for
Pamela .1 408) 275-6253

PUT YOUR WORDS In their beat per.
spud.
Experienced proton.
atonal word processing papers
theses resumes Specialist in

proof, disc storage

Student faculty discounts

timely production of Nwsletters,
reports resumes publications
manuscripts.
corresponcINce
wc Will eat in gremmar spelling.

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Papers ot all kinds and lengths
51 30 page typing 8, spelling help
5, 65 page typing plus drool -

turnaround 246-5825

TRAVEL

person double
each additional

and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates - St 50 page Cell

delivery 365-1012

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student 101 30 minutes FREE Prectice limited to all
aspects of immigration and ristu
rallystion law
Office located

bath. Jacuzzi. pool 258-5528

reports 2-9 pages Professional
typist end Rallied word processor
I aSerWriter PIN printing Pickup

Personals

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Las 1O. rThurs.

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SP AP -AN

Classified Desk Located Outside 08H20e
Hours 9-00A M t0330P M

DAILY

CLASSIFIEDS

Deadline. Two days prior to publication

San Jose Ste -I niversity

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. Califoi.i.a 9519’

No refunds on cancelled ads
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Greek council elects leaders,
plans to clarify dry rush rules

Key notes

Jariell
Daily stall writer
With the election ot sis new officers to the Inierfraternity Council,
campus fraternities have new leaders.
All positions were filled last week
by new officers with the exception of
the vice president of membership, a
term which begins every October.
The office of IF(’ president was
filled by Jim Knoll. president of Delta
Sigma Phi.
He won the majority vote of the
IF(’ representatives against Tom Ge-

raghty, present WC vice president of
administration.
Knoll said that as president of the
IFC, he plans to make very ’ few
changes.
Dry rush procedure is one of the
issues Knoll said he plans to change.
He said the current policy is unclear.
"Dry rush rules are going to he
clarified," he said. "We want to make
rush go a lot smoother next year."
Earlier this semester. Alpha Tau
Omega was found guilty of violating
dry. rush regulations h itiering alco

hol during rush functions
ATO members claimed the rules
were vague as to the use of alcohol
during off-campus, non-scheduled fraternity gatherings.
The other offices were filled by
Peter Crosier of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
as vice president of administration.
Mickey Hsieh of Sigma Alpha Mu as
treasurer, Paul Fernandez of Sigma
Chi as secretary, Jim Burton of Delta
Upsilon as sports chairman and Ty
Durdurekas of Pi Kappa Alpha as
es ents chairman.

Ciosier agreed with Knoll’s decision to keep the IFC basically unchanged, hut said he would like more
stability within the council.
"My main concern is that we
strive for consistency," Crosier said.
Knoll said he looks forward to
meeting with the new officers to make
plans for next semester.
"Thev seem very easy to work
with," he .aid. "From their campaign
speeches. they seem to be qualified for
their mill,,

Newspapers break Magazine seeks funds
CSU editorial ban
OUTSPOICI

NEWSPAPERS, from page I
lied that he may be suspended for
violating the code, he said.
"We will file on grounds that
Title V is unconstitutional at least
insofar as it applies to student
newspapers," said John Allcock,
It at hbome s attorney.
Allctx:k said The Aztec receives no funding from the university except for use of office space.
Chapman was not available
for comment about the Aztec lawsuit or about CSU’s position toward
editors who violated the education
code in November.
Allctx:k said he expects to file
suit before the end of this year.
Along v. ith Humboldt and San
Diego state universities. CSU papers at Bakersfield, Fresno, Fullerton, Stanislaus, San Francisco,
Long Beach, San 1.uis Obispo, Sonoma and Northridge all endorsed
candidates 101 state office or took
stands on h,iII t measures.
Chris At ellano. editor it The
Golden Cale, at San Fran. ,semi

us lao/v p Otograp er
’SS titian’ Meredith, an assistant musk professor, plays a Bee thin en sonata on a forte piano in 11 ahlquist library .

State University. said advisers told
him. "We wish you would have
gone by the Humboldt precedent
and at least run a disclaimer."
Arellano said the advisers
"onderstood clearly that we were
violating Title V." hut did not tell
him he could not run endorsements.
Other campus editors echoed
this response.
’No one said anything," said
Joseph Wirt, editor of The Daily
Collegian at CSU Fresno, whose
paper endorsed Los Angeles Ma s
Toni Bradley, the Democratia iii
didate for governor and Delliot i .111,
Sen. Alan Cranston with no de.
claimers.
"We endorsed Bradley with
no disclaimer that is normally used
on our editorial page. we didn’t
consult anylxxly . . . it doesn’t
look like anything’s going to happen," said Joyce Garcia, editor of
The Daily Titan at CSU Fullerton.
Title V is inconsistent with the
First Amendment rights of newspa,
pets to take political positions. Al
Icock said.

14 Janet’ Ilall
Daily staff writer
Sortie
graduates won’t
have to wait until May to go through
graduation ceremonies
The Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications offers a
December ceremony and reception for
students graduating with a major or
minor degree from the department.
The ceremony will be held Dec.
18 in the Student Union Ballroom at 7
p.m. Students planning to participate
in the ceremony can purchase tickets at
the department office in Du ight Bentel
Hall or at the door the night oh gradualion. Tickets are $4 for the ceremony
and $11 for the ceremony plus reception. which will feature champagne
and hors d’oeuvres.
Scullion said tickets for the
non must he purchased by today to a,
sure a reservation
The Spartan
Bookstore has announcements, caps
and gowns going on sale today, she
said.
The ceremony will allow students
with majors in the department the opportunity to graduate the same month
they complete their courses Majors in
the depart men inc I Ude IOU Mal Istir.id

Montanans
modernize
nanny biz
(iRLAT VALI S. Mont I API
This western state has a popular new
export - the nanny. East Coast parents want Montana women to take care
of their children, according to two
would -he nanny trainers.
"Montanans are hot items right
now,’’ said Pat Kercher, a counselor at
the Great Falls Vocational -Technical
Center. "Easterners look upon us as
wholesome. unaffected . . not as
streetwise .
Ken:her and Betty Neff, a nursing
instructor at the center, want to start a
course to train nannies.
If the state Office of Public Instruction approves the course, those
enrolling will learn about nutrition,
child development, care and management of the home and the importance
of nurturing.

ertising. plihlis relations and photo,
animalism.
"It’s really great to graduate in
December." said Bridget Scullion,
publicity. cootdinator for the fall 1986
graduation committee. "Instead of
tieing one of thvaisands graduating out
on the Itiotb..11 field, we’ll he having
an intimate gathering.
The ceremony will he similar to
spring graduation, including the presentation of honors of distinction and

great distimtion to deser% mg students.
"This (department) is one of the
few that recognizes December grad uates." Scullion said. "It makes you
feel more important."
Department chairman Dennis
Brown is scheduled as master of ceremonies and Jim Dunbar. KG() radio
newscaster, will he keynote speaker.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton will
present diplomas

want bucks?

Color Film
Developing and
Printing

Special

COUPON

DEVELOPING

11

PRICE &PRINTING

Photo Drive-Up Processing Only Coupon must accompany order
Not valid with other offers
Exp. 12 15 86

OPEN
24
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sity sy stem and would join four others move to larger quarters 3S it grows,
that exist statewide. Hoshiko said.
Iloshi ko said.
"We might have to open up off
Although the idea originated with campus. but that would he a last rethe Student Union. the business plan sort,’’ he said.
was drafted by students, Iloshikii said.
There should he better underThe union will he staffed tw em- standing between the two organizaployees earning class credits. he tions, said Scott Davies. A.S. director
of business affairs.
added.
"It’s too had the students are
The lease the WSFCU wants
would last for .10 months to get estab- going to lose out because of politics."
lished, then the credit union would he said.

J-school to honor December grads

"It’s enough for one issue and we
are thrilled." Godwin said. "We are
going to deal with political issues and
make evaluations that are not offered
in the regular media."

Outspoken. an "extremely liberal" group, was founded a year and a
half ago. Godwin said. There is a core
membership of six people, hut that 150
had signed up for the group, she said.
Outspoken has several areas of
concentration, including topics such as
foreign policy, civil rights and issues
concerning women and minorities,
Godwin said.
The articles will "not just say
what happened. but why and what it
means." Godwin said.

Bring your 110. 126. 135. or Disc color film for
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Name conflict with A.S. board
could jeopardize credit union
pie,
CREDIT UNION,
beginning."
Boothe, a business maiiii . admitted he was envious of the business
plan drafted by the credit union board
of directors.
"I’m extremely impressed with
their work
he said. "Ise been
working with them from the beginning
and have given my. support."
The student credit union would he
a first for the California State Univer-

from page I

want to fund us because Independent
Weekly went under." Godwin said.
Despite the reduced funding.
Godwin said she was pleased. She
added she was certain the A.S. board
will give its approval.
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